Replacing Cheques with
Open-Loop Prepaid Products
Open-loop prepaid products can reduce
50 percent of business cheques

In order for Canada to live up to its reputation as a
banking and payments leader, it must do more to reduce
reliance on the antiquated cheque. Open-loop
prepaid products solve many of the problems cheques
cause businesses, and offer consumers a familiar and
comfortable step into the fast-growing world of
electronic payments.
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In 1990, 2.3 billion cheques were processed with little competition for a
better means of money transfer for consumers, businesses and
governments. Fast forward 25 years and digital payment solutions have
flooded the Canadian payments system. Cheque usage fell by nearly 30
percent between 2008 to 2014, with less than one billion cheques written
in 2014. But that is still a billion cheques for a country of 34 million people.
1990: 2.3 billion cheques processed

30 %
2014: Less than 1 billion cheques processed

But the truth is that cheque usage
creates massive friction in the
financial system, and there are
safer, cheaper and more
convenient payment solutions.

WHAT'S DRIVING CHEQUE USAGE?

GOVERNMENT

BUSINESSES

EVERYONE

Millions of cheques issued in
pension and social security
payments each year; Direct
deposit not mandatory so
cheque is the default solution

Some are slow to adopt to
electronic payments; 71% of
B2B companies are capable of
paying suppliers electronically,
but only 50% of business do so

Canadian consumers and
businesses are comfortable
and familiar with cheques

Part of the reason for cheque tenacity is practical; there isn’t a perfect replacement for it. Peer-to-peer
digital money transfer is growing through services such as MintChip – in 2015, Javelin Strategy
estimated that peer-to-peer transfers hit nearly $379 billion in the U.S. alone – but it isn’t mainstream
yet (at least for people over 30). Most people are still looking for an easy way to pay a babysitter or to
reimburse a friend for buying concert tickets.
The Canadian government issues millions of cheques every year in pension and social payments. While
94 percent of Canadians have a bank account and the ability to receive an electronic payment, many
don’t utilize online banking or other digital banking services. And the Canadian government has not
mandated electronic payment for social payments like the U.S. Federal government has done.
According to Brigitte Fortin, assistant deputy minister for accounting, banking and compensation at
Public Works and Government Services Canada, direct deposit is not mandatory and those not enrolled
will continue to receive their payments by cheque.
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Businesses have also been slow to change their systems to adopt an electronic payment process for
suppliers and contractors. According to “ePayments Rising: The 2014 Market Report,” conducted by
Ardent Partners, 71 percent of B2B companies are now fully capable of paying their suppliers
electronically. Despite this potential, a recent survey by the Association of Finance Professionals
found that only 50 percent of companies are taking advantage of this technology. Many small
suppliers have not even invested in the acceptance of electronic payments, even if a business is ready
to pay electronically.
The continued proliferation of the cheque has real and unseen consequences. Research from the
Association for Financial Professionals (AFP), outlined in its 2017 AFP Payments Fraud Survey,
revealed a large increase in payments fraud hitting businesses compared to 2015. According to the
report, 75 percent of the companies hit by payments fraud fell victim to cheque fraud — up from 71
percent in 2015. Researchers noted that this upward trend is a reversal of earlier data that suggested
cheque fraud within the enterprise was declining since 2010.

The Real Cost of Cheques to Canadian Businesses
Cheque processing is expensive: Cheques cost between $2.00 and $3.85 more to
process than electronic payments.
Cheque fraud is a big problem: Cheque fraud is among the oldest and most common
form of financial crime. And if a cheque is stolen or lost, it’s gone and painful to replace
because it lacks the security features common on credit, debit and prepaid cards.
Cheques waste time: In today’s digital age, the act of writing, mailing and going to the
bank to deposit a cheque, and then waiting for it to clear is akin to waiting for a fax to
transmit and print. If time is money, this cost is astronomical. (Also, who wants to carry
around a cheque book?)
Cheques delay capital movement: Businesses must send funds a week in advance
before cheques can be processed and printed, making them inefficient. With
electronic payments, the capital goes straight to the source.
Cheque cashing costs are high: While Canada has a highly banked population many
consumers still use expensive alternative financial services providers such as payday
lenders, cheque cashers and pawnshops to manage their finances. Prepaid can serve
this population less expensively and more securely.

HIDDEN AND DANGEROUS COSTS OF CHEQUES
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$2-$3.85 more to
process than an
electronic
payment

Cheque fraud is
the most common
form of financial
crime
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and clear cheques
is much slower
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movement

Cheque
cashing costs
are high
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Open-loop prepaid products are one solution that could
reduce 50 percent of Canadian cheque usage.
Open-loop prepaid products provide
consumers, businesses and governments with
the efficiency, security and flexibility of
electronic payments by leveraging a payment
tool that is nearly universally understood and
accepted – the card. Prepaid cards can be
used anywhere the card network (i.e.
American Express, Mastercard and Visa) is
accepted, including online.

$3.1B
The open-loop prepaid card market in
Canada reached CAD$ 3.1 billion in total
dollars loaded onto cards in 2015
Source: CPPO

Today, the open-loop prepaid payment card market, once confined to servicing a narrow underbanked
niche segment, has expanded dramatically. It has evolved into an accepted mainstream mechanism,
providing a credit-free, convenient, secure and budget-controlled tool for many sectors.
Open-loop prepaid products are already rapidly replacing cheques because:
It is a less expensive and more secure option for issuing payments.
Funds can be electronically transferred and distributed within seconds to the intended
recipients without the hassle and delays of mailing cheques.
They can replace a direct deposit or wire transfer, giving the end user quicker access and
more flexibility to use the funds.
The funds are immediately available to the consumer to make purchases or withdraw cash
at an ATM.
Businesses can use the card to pay wages and commissions, reimburse expenses
immediately, pay contractors, and more, through one tool in a faster, more cost-effective
and controlled manner.
Open-loop prepaid cards can also replace traditional company credit cards, direct deposit
transactions and petty cash in a form that is easier for the end user to use at the point of
sale.
The Federal and Provincial governments also save time and money and reduce fraud by
issuing payments on open-loop prepaid cards versus cheques. A card would be an easier
transition to electronic payments than an automated clearing house (ACH) deposit.

Eighty-six percent of Canadian government benefit cheque recipients are
aware that direct deposit is an option, yet, depending on the program, up to
half of recipients still choose to receive benefits by cheque, according to
a Mastercard Canada study.
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According to market research firm Euromonitor International, openloop prepaid cards in Canada are on track for a compound annual
growth rate of 18.5 percent from 2015 to 2020, or an additional $9.4
billion.
As a viable cheque replacement solution, prepaid products are
improving financial inclusion for consumers, removing friction and cost
from business-to-business payments, and implementing more secure
ways to distribute funds where and when people need them.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT OPEN-LOOP
PREPAID PRODUCTS
VISIT CPPO.CA.
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